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President to sign anti-gay bill after experts prove there is no connection between 
biology and being gay 
February 15, 2014 

 
President Yoweri Museveni has stressed that there is no debate regarding the promotion of 
homosexuality, those who are homosexuals for mercenary reasons and the promotion of 
exhibitionalism saying these should not only be dealt with by law but also harshly. 
“In my role as a strategist and a responsible leader for our country, there is no debate 
regarding the promotion of homosexuality. That one I totally agree with everybody that 
anybody who is promoting homosexuality we must stop him… this must be stopped by law 
and harshly. Secondly I do not accept those who become homosexuals for mercenary 
reasons, thirdly, I cannot accept exhibitionalism of homosexual behavior that must be 
stopped and stopped harshly. The only question which I raised was, are there those who 
are born as homosexuals? He said amidst ululations and clapping by NRM members of 
parliament currently attending a retreat at the National Leadership institute in Kyankwanzi. 
“That is why therefore am very happy. What is important for us is the authoritative statement 
of those who are charged with the medical affairs of Uganda at this time because they are 
the ones who are historically responsible. The question I put to them was, are there people 
born like this? Now they are saying they are no such people. And if they put it in writing… 
because this is a historical document…that the one who was running Uganda at that time 
got worried, asked the experts what did they say about this and this is what they said….then 
my work is finished,” he said attracting more cheering from celebrating legislators. 
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The President emphasized that this is a job for the scietisnts before reading out a letter from 
USA scientist about the same debate. (Letter from US scientists to be sent to the media 
ASAP) 
“The authorities are these ones, the University Medical School and medical authorities. And 
since they have put this in writing…me my job is finished. The most important thing is on the 
three where there is no debate. On the promotion/recruitment of homosexuals no debate; 
mercenary homosexuals no debate and exhibitionism not debate. Leadership is not a joke. 
Don’t just sit there because somebody is calling you Your Excellency, Honourable and you 
think you are a God. You are just a servant and a servant does his best to do the right thing. 
That is why I want a scientific answer not a political answer. Let the scientists answer this. 
And according to the way they have answered it, if they mislead us they are the ones who 
are responsible,” he said. 
Dr. C. Ibingira the head of School of biomedical sciences at Makerere University as 
according to the data they have presented there is no single gene associated with 
homosexuality. (Paper will be sent to media ASAP) 
“Am speaking at the point from where we stand in space time of science..the evidence we 
have shows that there is no gene associated with homosexuality,” Ibingira said. 
The Presidential Advisor on Science Richard Tushemereirwe said it was wrong to try and 
use genetic link to justify homosexuality saying they may as well justify drug addiction or 
abuse. 
“Whether there is a link or no link to genes, there is no justification for this, it is a wastage of 
time for us to debate about this. The only science that I find relevant to the science of 
homosexuality is not genetic but public health citing India were homosexuality has been 
reinstated as a crime under their constitution. He said diseases that were initially confined to 
the genitalia like gonorrhea have now migrated to the mouth and throat like gonorrhea. 
Infections like HPV have found their way in mouth and throat from genetalia.  
“Homosexual person danger to himself and the public” he said.  END 


